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In Person: Ohio photographers in focus 
by Kim Leddy 

This year has been a great one for fans of 
photography in central Ohio. From legends 
of the past to legends of the future, 
photophiles have gotten snapshots of where 
photography has been and where it is head
ing. Last spring, the Wexner Center bosted 
the Robert Frank: The Americans exhibit. 
From that stark portrayal of America during 
the '50s, viewers got an eyeful of photogra
phy as it was on the cusp of becoming a 
genuine artform. In contrast, this summer's 
dual shows, In Person: Ourselves, Friends & 
Others, spotlight how diverse the medium 
has become in its 150 years of existance. 

In Person: Friends & Others occupies the 
Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gallery and focuses 
on photographers documenting those around 
them, from friends and family to strangers on 
the street. In Person: Ourselves, at the 
Hammond Festival Gallery in Lancaster, turns 
the camera around for a variety of stylized 
self-portraits. Both shows were curated by 
Robert Stearns, former director of the Wexner 
Center for the Arts. 

If your concept of photography is pose
point-shoot, then leave those outdated ex
pectations at the door of In Person: Friends 
& Others. Featuring mini-installations by 11 
Ohio artists, the exhibit is surprising in its 
diversity. A stroll around the airy space takes 
one past gelatin prints, video portraits, 

Kay Koeninger 

photgraphs painted and sewn together, and 
Polaroid transfer-process prints. Steams, dur
ing a media luncheon, c,ommented that "the 
late 20th-century camera is as important a 
tool as the early 20th century brush," and 
noted that, in this exhibit, "tradition and 
conventions of photography are walked all 
over." The independent curator also ex
plained that this show came together not 
from a specific idea, but from looking at the 
work and traveling throughout the state vis-
iting studios. 

Tony Mendoza's plctoral offering is a po
etic testament to his love for, admiration of, 
and amazement at his only child, Lydia. An 
assistant professor in the OSU Department of 
Art, Mendoza has hung 11 pictures and nine 
panels of excerpts from his diaries. The Lydia 
Serlesfeaturesphotographsof afull-cheeked, 
pouty-lipped Lydia, subtly tinted with flesh
tones, in all her childhood majesty-dolled 
up as a bride, lying among a field of Hallow
een candy, and being x-rayed for the penny 
she swallowed. 

Following this intial celebration of Lydia 
are diary panels describing the artist finding 
out that he has a.form of leukemia. Through 
his thoughts, the viewer/reader goes to the 
doctor, waits out the prognosis and digests 
the news alongside the artist. The placement 
of the text panels and the photographs 
seemed to demonstrate that Mendoza wants 
to be thought of as a father, husband and 

artist first, and as a cancer survivor last. manity, identity and humor." 11w Stuff of 
Across the divide from The Lydia Se,:/es is Dreamsisapeekinto thecreativeandclrcam

Cieveland artist Kevin Jerome Everson's in- ing lives of older women, those whom the 
stallation Mansfield, Ohio, Interior and youth-oriented media would have us think 
Mansfield, Ohio, End Tables. The shots are live dry lives void of such fantasies. 
of two groups: one, vintage 1950s gradua- · Friends of the artist strike classic poses of
tion headshotsfromR.E.HuntHighSchoolin the icons that they admire. Anne Clarke 
Colu-111bus, where the family once lived; and Culbert as Martha Graham forms a graceful 
the other, a group of contemporary African- arc of still movement, while Karen Null as 
American kuards at · the Mansfield Albert Einstein wears·the legend's signature 
Conrrectional Institute, many of whom were wild hair and mustache with gusto . ./lfarg
classmates of the artist. aret Foreman as Greta Garbo pulls off the 

Everson states, "The relationship of all the well-known pose of the reclusive icon with 
elements ls a visual reference to the mobility her hands on her forehead, framing that 
and achievements of African-Americans in famous face. By incorporating the names of 
the past 30 years in this landscape." While the women in the titles of the photographs, 
the irony of the "mobilty" being represented the artists remind us that this is a person with 
by prison guards is acute, another noticeable a history posing, not a personality numbed, 
factor is that all the graduation shots are of lost-in-tinie, model. 
women. Theguardsareallstem-lookingmen, Following the traditional selenium-toned 
save for the two women who are smiling. So, ,, gelatin. silver prints of Sanford are the break
though all the high school seniors pictured the-rules compositions of Cleveland's 
are women, only two of them seem to have - Chrisopher Pekoe. Out of the four works 
found jobs. shown, Ecstasy In the Garden of Eden. a 
• While Everson documents change in the Po,:_trait o/Q. andK. as Adam and E11e, and
African-American community, the nine pho- Longing in the Garden of Eden, a Portrait 
tographs in Elise Mitchell Sanford's portfolio of Q. and K. as Adam and Eve are the most 
are a continuation of today's change in atti· compelling. 
tude towards the aging woman. The Athens Photographs are traditionally flat. slick and 
photographer put forth her mission as, " ... to two-dimensional, but Pekoe's efforts deserve 
show the strength of female aging-to show to be gazed at closely, from inches away. 
strong, mature women in fantasy roles, Only then can one truly appreciate the tiny 
women who have a sense of their own hu- stitches that hold the el�ments of t he Adam 

Brad Austin Smith's work is a good place 



·:.md Eve pictures together, only then can you sl_lot at all. Is it by the 20th year that themake out the brushstrokes, the scratches, the younger generation gets so wrapped up incrumpled textures. ;; their own lives that they disregard theirIn both pictures, Eve is portrayed in light, forerunners? By the 25th, the older generawhile Adam is in shadow, the snake wriggling tion has died. And having no picture on thebetween them. As Pekoe mentions in his 50th shelf underscores the divorce rate instatement, "I believe we are born into an America today.existance that falls short of paradise, that the Do we keep snapshots on a shelf so theysexes are separated as night and day, and that can be easily removed or replaced, but putwe spend a portion of our lives searching for our material acquisitions, our trophies, onpartners who will make us feel complete." permanent display?In Ecstasy, Eve is shown with an exploding In a smaller room, off to the side, residesheart, whereas Adam has letters dotting the Ohio University slide library curator Gingerlandscape of his body. A comment on the Sheridan's Cyber Stills/Videoed Stills. Fouremotional versus the logical, divided up by televisions have been set back into the wallsgender? with their .screens framed by golden wood.Focusing on another search for love is Brad If you glance quickly, these video portraitsAustin Smith's series Hustlers. According to look like black-and-white phot�phs. Thethe artist, the series is "a photo documentary subjects ofSheriden'scameraare trying to sitof street hustling in the 1990s." The eight as still as possible,so asnot to betray the setphotographs are accompanied by captions up. If you sit and watch for a few minutes,written by the subjects. Together, the words however, you'll notice a quick blink qf theand the images give us entry into a world few eye or a slight shifting of weight.of us know anything about. The pictures are Watching these 1Vs becomes a perversecomposed so that the subject is still while the game of trying to catch the flincher, for it isbackground moves in a blur; a pause during relieving toknowthathumanscan'treallysitlife in the fast lane. still as the dead without giving themselv� What is most amazing about this collection away. is that seven of the SlJbjects make positive ArtifactandMemorabiliaaretwoinstallistatements. Under Tresca Hayger, a sad-eyed fions by Columbus photographer Robert woman with a crooked smile, the unsettling Colgan. Artifact is a wooden cross hung text reads: "There's someone I love very with pictures of Colgan's only model. Some much and he broke my head today, but life of the pictures are close-ups of body parts, must goon. When you getyour heart broken, such as knees and shoulders hung in the· don't feel down and blue cause there is al- corresponding heights on the cross. Memoways someone out there who loves you." rabilia consists of pictures of the model, 
Let Me Count the Ways (with apologies to over a period of time, showcased in a variety 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning) is Bowling of frames, from the simple to the intricate. Green photographer Erika Leppman's instal- Following this is )\iaureen France's Thelation hallmarking the use of snapshots as Twins Series. The Cincinnati resident has keepers of history. Leppman has set up eight traveled around documenting public events tableaux, each representing a wedding anni- for 15 years, and this set was recorded at the versaryand corresponding gift, as denoted by Twins Festival in Twinsburg, Ohio in Augusttradition. There are two groupings, separated. of 1994. Thousands of twins attended andby w;tllpaper. The first grouping, detailing what we see here is the Doublemint comthe first, fourth, fifth, 10th and 15th land- merciaJgoneinsane.Remindingus that there marks,hasnewspaperengagernentannounce- are sub-cultures of sub-cultures out there, ments as its background. The second set, these pictures show older female twins in representing the 20th, 25th and 50th anniver-saries, is shown against newspaperannounce-!llents of couples' 50th anniversaries. What is • �- • --1111!1-- - - - •most interesting about the wallpaper is that I 1 MONTH I the el'lgagernent shots show the couple to-gether, whereas the 50th anniversary photos I 
UNLIMITED TANNING I are separate head shots of the husband and I I wife, paste� down ne� to each other. I $19 9 s 

I Each anruversary has its own wooden shelf, the first through 15th hold a vintage shot as I • Iwell as� contemporary one. This mixing_ of I T 4i-.i-.li-.6 §T 4 TIOi-. Igenerations shows us the extended family. I '. I However, the shelf marking the 20th year I 17gg Weit <'.ith 4Ve I shows only a vintage shot, the 25th year only 4S6-g 124 
I a contemporary one and the 50!h, no snap- I _ expires S/.:i/\l.:i • ·-----------
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Treasures From Abroad 
'7.1.nique. c'taffa and colle.dab.fe.� 

':",'L.� ! Baskets, jewelry, pottery, Mosser &

717 N. High St.• 224-4397 .Located in the. dho'li: c::No ... th 

Boyd glass. _Handcrafted art from
Maya, Inca, The Phillipines, Peru, 

Egypt and Morocco. 
A\Jgust's featured artist is 

Melissa Roman Gerling 

Human Form and Expression 
Origi�al Artwork, Oil and Acrylic Paintings 

1!1.1!1 

As well as a journey into the lenses and minds of Ohio's 
_top photographers, In Person: Friends & Others is a trip 

through the human condition. 

poodle skirts, male body=buildingtwinsshowing buffed chests and shy, young, twin girls. All are dressed and tressed the same. Following this act of double-vision is Maria Golden's 18 small Polaroid-transfer prints which, as she states, are "testament to what is right in the black community." In this series, titled Personal Unions, the Akron resident presents images of proud couples arm and. arm, holding hands, getting married, with some in tuxes and others in traditional African garb. Big smiles and kisses abQ.\lnd. However, because these images are shown on rice- paper, there is a distorted quality to them. One has to examine each print to make it the precise contents. Subconsciously, Golden, while celebrating the happiness with in the community, seems to be saying, "This is what we are losing, this is what is in danger of fading away." U!Stly,'Tom Ritter's eight photographs are -entitled The Face of AIDS. Ritter waspartnered with the subject, Ken Kolesar,through the Buddy Program at the-ClevelandHealth Issues Task Force because of theircommon interest in photography. Ritter, whotenns the series a "collaboration," states that"Ken wanted the outside world to see therealities of his life."At the beginning of the series, Kolesar isobviously involved in the documentationhe looks directly at the camera and a captionreads, "He saw himself as the AIDS poster

boy." A trio of photographs focuses on the medication that has become central to Kolesar's life. First we see him with an overflowing palm full of pills, then we see him standing next to his medicine cahinet and then, finally, the medicine cabinet is so important it is granted its own picture, foils of bottles and lists of dosages. The medicine, in effect, becomes a metaphor for the disease. As the last few pictures come into view, Kolesar has lost weight and the light in his eyes, so fierce in the first shots, has dimmed significantly and he does not look at the camera. The last picture of Kolesar, titled 
Last Visit, shows the victim in bed, with the covers pulled almost to his chin. He se<.'11ls to be straining to lift his head, his eyes bulging and full of fear. One can only wonder wh.1t it is he sees. The series ends with a shot of the AIDS housing that Kohler spent his last year in. It is a small, crumbling, throw-away sort of house with the caption, "Ken's Self-Titled Coffin." As well as a journey into the lenses and mindsof Ohio's top photographers, In Person:Friends & Others is a trip through the human condition. From parenthood to marriage, love to death, these 11 artists show us, throughtheir connections to lives around them. ourown connections to life. And if that is not the ultimate goal of art, in any media, than what is? This exhibition occupies the Riffe Gallery through August 26. 
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.,, . ret-style, 2 hour show benefiting 
• lumbus Aids Task Forceand

Br-oac Cares/Equity Fights AIDS

erformance: 7:30 pm • Reception follow 
·._ in the Vern Riffe Center for

MONDAY, JULY 31, 1995 
CAPITAL THEATE 

Government & � 
Tickets - $1 0 • Recepti 

s 77 South High St. 
•Jl & performance - $20

able at: 
FORCE (488-2437) 

Tickets are ava 
THE COLUMBUS AIDS TAS 

ENHOME • AN OPEN BOOK• SHO .-.. NORTH FLORAL COMPANY

Columbus Alive • July 26 - August 1, 1995 II 
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KokYong'sAntero TestamenJs

ABoVE: Suzanne Fisher's The 
Empress Theodora, 

a painted photographic assemblage 

RIGHT: Detail of Enka Leppman's 
Year One 

RELATED PHOTOGRAPHIC 

EXHIBITIONS TO RUN IN 

COLUMBUS,· LANCASTER 

By Jacqueline Hall 
Dispatch Art Critic 

•
obert Stearns' latest br$child is a tale
of two galleries. 

The former director of the Wexner 
Center for the Arts, and now head of a 
curatorial service, has assembled comple

mentary exhibitions of photography to fippear at the 
Riffe Gallery in Columbus and Hammond Galleries in
Lancaster. 

The separate but related exhibits - including 
more than 135 works by 17 Ohio artists - carry the 
joint title "In Person: Ourselves, Friends & Others."

The Riffe Gallery show, "In Person: Friends & 

Others," will open Thursday, while the Festival 
Gallery of the Hammond Galleries will offer "In Per
son: Ourselves" beginning July 19. 

Both shows look at the conventional and unconven
tional ways in which artists use cameras to express 
themselves and their relationships with others. 

Stearns, director of Robert Stearns & Associates, 
was asked last summer by Ohio Arts Council Director 
Wayne Lawson to create a show for the council's Riffe 
Gallery exploring how Ohio artists.use cameras. About 

Please see EXPOSURE Page 2H

■ "In Person: Friends & Others" will open Thursday
and continue through Aug. 26 at the Riffe Gallery,
77 S. High St. Admission is free. Call 644-9624.

■ ''In Pe.rson: Ourselves" and "The Creative State of
Mind: Paintings and Sculpture by Ohio Artists" will run 
July 19-Aug.13 at the Hammond Galleries, 203 S. Broad 
St., in Lancaster. Admission is free. Call 653-0663.
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Focus on photography 
The photography in the 

Riffe Gallery's ·exhibition is 
anything but static-literally. 

One installation, by Ginger 
Sheridan, features people on 
video screens sitting as still as 
possible-one guy barely 
blinks. It's video emulating 
still photography, and it's.a 
fascinating study in expecta
tions. 

Former W exner Center 
Director Robert Stearns, now 
an independent curator of con
temporary and modern art, 
has curated this photography 
exhibition for the Ohio Arts 
Council, as well as a yet-to
open exhibition at the Ham
mond Galleries in Lancaster. 

In Person: Ourselves, • -
Friends & Others is actually 
two separate but related shows. 

The exhibition currently on 
view at the Riffe Gallery is In Person: 
Friends & Others. The photographs in this 
exhibit deal with "the relationship 
between the artist/photographer and the 
person in the picture," Stearns said. 

In Person: Ourselves, which will be on 

view July 19 through Aug. 13 at the Ham
mond Galleries' Festival Gallery (during 
the Lancaster Festival), features self-por
traits. 

The works are by photographers from 
all over the state. 

"Conventions are walked all over," 
Stearns said. One photog
rapher incorporates 
mixed media; another, 
video; another, a variety 
of antique frames, dis
played as if they were 
exhibited in a home. The 
subject matters ranges 
from AIDS to marriage to 
street hustling. 

The camera, Stearns 
said, "is as important a 
tool now as the paint
brush was in the early 
20th century." 

-Karen Simonian

At the Riffe Gallery: Top, 
a piece from Brad Austin 
Smith's gritty Hustlers 
series. In center, OSU pro
fessor Tony Mendoza's 
The Lydia Series, pho
tographs of his daughter. 
Below, Elise Mitchell San
ford's Anne Margaret 
Ward Killough as Thur
good Marshall, part of a 
portfolio called The Stuff 
of Dreams, which features 
women dressed up as peo
ple they admire, from 
Babe Ruth to Eleanor Roo
sevelt. 

G 
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Search for creativity 
,riostly unsuccessful 
in photo exhibition 
By Jacquellne Hall 
Dispatch Att Critic 

"In Person: Ourselves, Fiiends & Oth
ers" explores Ohio artists' conventional and 
unconventional approaches to photography. 

The major exhibition is unusual because 
it is presented in two separate but related 
shows - "In Person: Fiiends & Others" in 
the Riffe Gallery and "In Person: Our
selves," which will open Wednesday in the 
Hammond Galle1ies for the Lancaster Festi
val. Organfaed by the Ohio Arts Council and 
the Hammond Galle1ies, it is curated by 
Robert Stearns, former director of the 
Wexner Center for the Arts and .now an 
independent curator. 

Stearns explained that he "was looking 
at ways in which photography is a ci-eative 
process . .. (and) the camera can be equated 
with the bmsh of rutists at the tm11 of (this) 
centm·y." 

In view, of such a guiding concept, the 
Riffe Gallery exhibit is surp1isingly conven
tional. Of the 11 rutists i-ep1-esented, only 
Mruia Golden and Chlistopher Pekoe mani
pulate photography in unexpected ways. The 
others p1-efer straight photography, but use 
the conventional format as a vehicle for 
conveying relationships, emotions, evoca
tions and a variety of human and social 
messages. 

In their hands, black-and-white photog
raphy becomes a remarkably expressive 
means; snapshots and casual portraits speak 
volumes. V1Sitors quickly become engrossed 
with the content of the images and strut 
reflecting on the personality of their authors 

Detail, Personal U11io11 series

- ............... - �--------�

Let Me Co1111t the Ways (with apologie,s to Elimbeth BarreJt Brow11i11g) by Erika Leppmann 

and of the subjects or on the circumstances sents a tight essay in her installation, Let Me

alluded to by the photogmphs. Gaunt the Ways (with apologies to Elizabeth 

All the rutists approach their work as Ban�tt Bmwning). By explming the pro
essays. In some, the essay format is tightly gressive deterioration in the 1-elationship of 

woven and i-eflects a close rela- two couples thl-ough a p1-ocess of elimination • 
tionship betw(len the aitist and in the snapshots, she achieves a poignant 
his subject. Tony Mendoza, for story, probably because one of the unions 
example,  documents his  was hers, although the viewer isn't quite 
daughter's child hood . But srn-e. 
thei-e is a hitch in that doc- Kevin Everson's work deals with the 
umentation, which the visitor closeness of liiencls from high school gradua
d i scovers by  ·reading the tion into matrnity. But his rather minimalist 
lengthy diary entiies accompa- p1-esentation, i-eprodu<'ing the paneled walls 
nying the photographs: Men- of his childhood home, is rather aloof. 
doza has an uncurable disease. On the other hand, Robe1t Colgan's 

Thomas Ritter's photo es- arrangements of small photographs' featrn·
say is also tightly knit. Al- ing one longtime model, create ambiguous 
though it tells of no family essays, especially the crucifo11n A1tifact.
relationship, it addresses Elise Mitchell Sanford's essay, The

AIDS with simplicity and is Stuff of Drnam.s, is as much to the point as 
deeply moving. Colgan's is ambiguous. She addresses a 

Erika Leppmann pre- problem deai· to her heait - that of being 

Ecstruy i11 the Garden of Ede11 by Christopher Pekoe 

RIFFE GALLERY 
,r 

• 

■ "In Person: Friends & Others" continues
through Aug. 26 in the Riffe Gallery, 77 S.
High St. Hours: 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday; 11 a.m-7:30 p.m.
Thursday and Friday; noon-4 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday. 

Maureen Fl'ance and Brad Smith ap
p1-oach their essays in a far m01-e docurnent
ru·y fashion. F't"ance offers a rather cheerful 
selies of photogi-aphs Ii-om a twins festival in 
'I\vinsburg, Ohio; Smith documents urban 
life with casual po1traits of sti-eet people in 
Cincinnati. Wtitten comments Ii-om the sub
jects - complete with spelling mistakes and 
gi-ammatical errors - give immediacy to the 

work. 
Smith achieves a 'feeling of 

chaotic environment through 
camera movement and photo
.Oas& to isolate the subjects. 

While Smith injects a feel
ing of motion in his still photo
gi·aphs, Ginger Sheridan stills 
animated videos. Only the occa
sional involimtru-y movement of 
the pictures reveals that the 
black-and-white portl'aits were 
captm-ed on video and ru-e p1-e
sented on monitors rather than 
in ordinru·y li-ames. 

Maiia Golden and Chlisto
pher Pekoe go much frn.ther in 
manipulating the medium. Gold
en ci-eates delicate, fading im
ages with Polaroid transfer 
p1-ocess prints - i-eally mono
prints made by peeling the back 
of the Polru-oid film. 

Pekoe is fru• more uno1tho
dox. His images ai-e built like 
puzzles or pieced together with 
the help of a heavy-duty sewing 
machine. The photographed · 
pru·ts ru·e laminated in plasti<: 
and shellac or vai11ish. They ar€ 

The Stuff of Dreams -- Margaret Foreman Coh11 as Gloria 
Swa11so11 by Elise Mitchell Sanford 

as removed from the convmi
tional technique as is possible while still 
being able to claim a 1-elationship with pho
to�-aphy. 

female and aging, and she does it with 
poignancy. There is gi-eat pathos in the aging 
subjects trying to 1-ecaptm·e the glamour of 
youth in the enactment of some famous 
chai-acters. 

This fascinating exhibition can be, at 
times, most intii�. 



Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gallery 
and Hammond's Festival Gallery 
in Lancaster Present In Person: 

"Christopher," 1993, 
Ginger Sheridan's 
video installation. 

Ourselves, Friends & Others 
In Person: Ourselves, Friends & 

Other s  is a look at some of the 
conventional and unconventional ways 
that artists in Ohio are using the camera 
to express their relationships with people 
around them. In Person is two separate 
but related exhibitions consisting of a 
total of over 135 works by 17 Ohio 
artists. It is a collaborative project 
between the Ohio Arts Council and The 
Hammond Galleries of Lancaster. More 
than 100 of the works by 11 Ohio arti�ts 
will be on display at the Ohio Arts 
Council's Riffe Gallery from June 29 
through August 26, 1995. 

The show at the Riffe Gallery, 
explores how artists use the camera to 
gather memories and tell stories about 
family members and people close to-and 
not so close to-themselves. 

In Person: Ourselves. nresenteil M · 

In Person explores this unique potential 
of the camera through these works by .. 
artists who live in Ohio, where 
photographic activity is especially 
diverse. In Person: Ourselves, Friends &

Others is curated by Robert Stearns, 
independent curator with Stearns & 
Associates, a contemporary exhibitions 
and planning service.-

The Ohio Arts Council, a state agency 
established in 1965, is committed to the 
economic, educational and cultural 
development of the state. 

July & August: 

Scwlpted glass artifacts by 

William Morris 
August 26 & 27: 

Dan Dailey Studio Tour 

G A Ll f RIF S 

642 North High Street 
Tuesday - Saturday: 1 - 5 

(614) 228-6554
Sunday: 1 - 4
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nL· :r;,l_,. Featurilii Baud-Crafted Micro Brewed Ales
-d�-'-'- .e� �("'), and Americall Heartland Cui.sine 
V 00'""'"• Q Partial listing of Barley's ales available 011 rotation: ·

♦ BARLEY'S PALE ALE 
♦ BARLEY'S PILSNER 
♦ MAC LENNY'S SCOITISH ALE 
♦ BARLEY'S IVAN POR1"ER 
♦ AIJ/XANDER'S RUSSIAN IMPERIAL STOUT 

/ 
♦ BARLEY'S RASPBERRY WINTER ALE 

"Ale! Ale! Tile Gang's All Here!" 
BREWING COMPANY Live E111ertai11me11t Weekends at BARLEY'S UNdeRGR011ND 

Where Serious Beer Meets Serious Music. Period. 
ALE I IOlJSE NO. I 467 NORTH HIGH STREET (614) 228-ALES



''In Perso·n: Ourselves -- =Friends & Others.'' . ., -
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By Kendra Hovey 

Gadi Gofbarg, detail of Tough and Tender installation, 1995. 

· Relationshi�to oneself and to others-is the
subject explored by 16 Ohio photographers in "In
Person: Ourselves, Friends & Others.· This exhibit,
curated by Robert Stearns, is composed of two parts.
"In Person: Ourselves"-on view from 19 July to 26
August at the Hammond Galleries in Lancaster,
Ohio-focuses on self-portraiture. "In Person:
Friends & Others"-on view at the The Ohio Arts
Council's Riffe Gallery in Columbus, Ohio, from 29
June to 26 August-focuses more directly on others.
The two exhibits, though separated by theme, gatlel)'.
and city, are connected by visions of self and others.
The artists rarely portray the self without reference to
the outside world. Nor do they portray family, lovers,
friends, community and society without relation to the 
self.

As part of the "In Person: Ourselves" exhibit, 
Israeli-born artist Gadi Gofbarg, in his installation 
Tough and Tender, explores how identity ·of self is 
caught up with nationality. In a large d�rk room, a 
video on continuous feed shows the cutting open 9f a 
sabra, a wild cactus found in Jsrael that is tough and 
prickly on the �utside but soft and tender on the 
inside. On the opposite wall, a line of numerous 4 • x 
5" photographic images are illuminated. The �irst 
image explains that "sabra" is also an affectionate 
nickname for the native-born Israeli, suggesting s/he 
is "tough, brusque, inaccessible_. and yet surprisingly 
gentle and sweet within." The nickname, it is 
explained, is "boume ·with pride" as it means that one 
"cannot be 'savored' from ou,tward appearance.· 

The rest of the photographic images-found 
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pictures, and snapshots of the artist in Israel
present pieces of a national Israeli identity. There is 
the soldier, seen as a cartoon image, toting an M-16 
and waving goodbye to wife and kids, or in a photo
graph bearing down on a Palestinian with gun and 
baton. There is the settler, represented by an excerpt 
from a Zionist "how-to" on expropriating Arab land, o'!" 
by a drawing depicting the hand of Europe passing a 
spade to an arm that bears the mark of a concentra
tion camp survivor. There is also the holy land seen 
in a picture of a bag that is sealed and labeled "Holy 
Earth. of Jerusalem," and the persecut!;ld, grossly 
evident in a Christian comic book titled Hansi: The

Girl Who Loved the Swastika. 

Together these images .represent a nation-produced 
identity of a militaristic, pioneering and defensive 
Israel. The personal images of the artist and of his 
own tenure in the military show the placement of an 
individual within this national idehtity. The symbol of 
the sabra implies that the artist's.portrayal of self, 
and any individual in society, is unduly confused with 
a country's portrayal of seJf. Gofbcirg makes the point 
that the personal story should not be subsumed by 
the story produced by nations. Yet, in this piece, the 
soft meat of the sabra is barely exposed, perhaps 
only in the inclusion of sympathetic images of 
Palestinians that seem to question fsraeli policy. 

· Though Tough and Tender is critical of state-influ
�nced conceptions of self, this very engaging piece of 
art also reminds us of the complex intermingling of 
nation and self. Nationality cannot be peeled and
discarded as easily as the �kin of the sabra but, and

perhaps this is Gofbarg's point, it is one of many 
layers of one's individual identi�. 

Turning from the overt influence of nationality, Mary 
Strubbe takes up the subject of the insidious 
influence of media and culture on the self. Strubbe 
.employs two styles to explore this issue. On the 
walls hang large, overlaid photographs which combine 
classic images, such as Botticelli's Venus, an.d 
photographs of the artist's body. In other works, 
Strubbe uses mixed media and sculpture to convey 
images of popular culture icons-Oprah, Ricki Lake, 
and White House correspondents-which are stuffed 
into bott[ed ja�s along with overlapping printed 

.strands of their speech. This incomprehensible 
chatter is stacked on shelves and other common 
household furniture. Strubbe's work tells us that 
culture and media infiltrate our most personal 
space-the body and the domestic sphere. But the 
work does not explore enough the felt-impact this has 
had on our lives. Touching oh an important phenom
enon in contemporary life, Strubbe's current treat
ment of the issue is too conceptually neat. It leaves 
little space for the participation of the imagination 
and the exploration of complexities. 

In the series titled "The Artero Testaments," artist 
Kok Yong questfons the whole notion of communicat
ing self. On weather-beaten blue parchments, vague 
images of the artist are surrounded by cryptic 
symbols and scripts. The accompanying text explains 
that these testaments were uncovered in a Colorado 

Tony Mendoza, deJail of Lydia gets chicken pox. June,
1994., from "The Lydia Series,· 1994, black-and-white silver 
print and text, ?0" x 24. • 
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Kok Yong, detail of "The Antero Testaments," 1995. 

backyard and are suspected to be the legendary 
·scrolls of the Blue People." Three pages of text
explaining the testaments essentially say, "Nothing is
known of the significance and meaning of the text and
ideograms ... What they really mean may be a mystery
for·a long time." "The Artero Testaments" forces the
viewer to become aware of his or her role as deci
pherer of others. The written text identifies the
existence of 16 testaments, though only 12 appear in
this show. This emi:>hasizes the presumption,
traditional in anthropo1ogy, of making determinations
about others based on limited information. In the
midst of this whole exhibition on the interaction of the
artist-self with the audience (which defines the gallery
experience), Yong, with tongue in cheek, reminds us
of the precariousness and potential arrogance of
cross-cultural interpretation.

Yong's lesson is supP.orted in the companion 
exhibit in Columbus, ·1n Person: Friends & Others." 
Here, the most powerful pieces are those that evinoe 
a close connection to the subject. The_ least powerful 
are those that come from the standpoint of the 
outsider. For instance, Brad Austin Smith's photos of 
street people, despite the inclusion of the subjects' 
own comments, betray a distance_ from a lifestyle that 
is already in many ways misunderstood. The strongest 
works in this exhibition are those that contain some 
self-disclosure or reveal an intimate connection to the 

subject.· -· _
By including his own portrait and his personal 

journals, Tony Mendoza-reveafs that his -photographs 

of his daughter are very much an exploration of self. 

Yet, daughter lydia does not become. obscured. In -

this strong, beautiful-and very personal work, both 
personalities emerge and complement one another. 
The journals that come to explain Mendoza's forced 
realization of his own mortality make this portrait of 
fatherly love and fascination all the more powerful. 

Kevin Everson is connected to his subjects, his old 
schoolmates, both through shared hometown and 
shared identity as African American_s. In a cornE:r of 
the Riffe Gallery, Everson has recreated the home 
space of his childhood. Black-and-white photographs 
hang on familiar wood-paneled ·walls and framed. 
images stand on end tables. Graduation pictures 
from the 1950s, mostly of women, are seen along 
with contemporary images of former schoolmates, 
mostly men, on the job at the town's local employer, 
the Mansfield Correctional Institute. 

Elise Sanford's series of photographs of friends 
who, like herself, are women of age, is a wry and witty 
comment on the invisibility of older women in our 
society. Each friend was photographed as her chosen 
hero (see dialogue, Nov/Dec 1993). Copying the lobk 
of famous photographic portraits, from Martha 
Graham to Greta Garbo to Thurgood Marshall, Sanford 
highlights the strength, beauty and ability of older 
women put also reveals how they are overlooked in a 
male and youth oriented society. 

Another strong piece in this show is Tom Ritter's 
series of portraits of Ken Kolesar titled "Faces of 
AIDS." Explained to be a collaborative effort between 
Ritter and Kolesar· to document the effects of the 
AIDS virus, Ritter explains that as Kolesar's health 

worsened tl)e more removed he became from the 

project ·and-from Ritter. In these moving portraits 

there is evidence of a friendship but also of a 
distance that cannot be crossed. Kolesar's confront
ing eyes in the first image become, in the following 
images, increasingly remote. This becomes particu
larly clear in the last photograph, Ken:s self-titled

coffin, which is not of Ken but of the house where he 
spent his final days. The camera angle mimics the 
cinema's final panning-out shot where we, the 
audience, leave another's· story to continue our own. 

Interestingly, the most appeJling images in "In 
Person: .friends & Others" utilize.the straight black
and-white print, such as the works by Mendoza, 
Everson, Sanford and Ritter. This style, which post
modernism has had under strict scrutiny, works well 
with this· theme of human relationships. For instance, 
artist Robert Colgan's piece, Memorabilia, is a 
collection of various photographs of one man, 
differently framed and covering a wall like a home 
photo gallery. Though perhaps commenting on our 
obsession with stockpiling memories, Memorabilia still 
exists as an expression of fondness. This piece, and 
many others in "In Person: Friends & Others," 
refreshingly and beautifully embrace the photograph's 
most ubiquitous use-to create and display images of 
those we love: 

Both exhibits collected under the title "In Person: 
Ourselves, Friends & Others" attest to the interesting 
work being done by Ohio artists. Robert Steams's 
successful curatorial premises organizEi these works

into.an intriguing and personal exploration of biogra
phy and autobiography (or, "of self and other"). 

· Kendra Hovey is an editor and a writer living in

Columbus. 
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